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Abstract. The results of a new multispectral infrared retrieval schemefor obtaining
fractional cloud cover and 11-/amemissivity are compared with those of the spatial
coherence method which obtains fractional cloud cover assumingthat the clouds are
opaque at infrared wavelengths. Both methods are applied to 4-km NOAA advanced
very high resolution radiometer global area coverage data for 250-km-scale regions
containing single-layered marine stratocumulusoff the coast of South America. The
average 11-/am emissivity for low-level clouds is found to be between 0.70 and 0.85.
The low emissivity is evidently due to the thinning of clouds at their edges.
Semitransparentcloud edgesevidently make up a substantialportion of the area
covered by such clouds. This result indicates that cloud cover obtained using the
spatial coherence method is underestimatedby 0.1 to 0.2, as has been claimed in a
previous study. The fractional cloud cover for the ensembleof 250-km-scaleregions
studied here increased slightly from 0.60 for daytime observations to 0.63 for nighttime
observations.The 11-/amemissivity also increasedslightly, but about half of the
increase

was related

to the increase

in cloud cover and a decrease

in the relative

area

covered by cloud edge material. Presumably, the other half was due to an increase in
cloud liquid water. Cloud height showed no significantchange. The average effective
droplet radius increasedfrom 9.3/am for daytime observationsto 10.2/am at night.
1.

in the cloud cover

Introduction

The spatial coherencemethod for retrieving cloud properties from satellite imagery data was designed to allow for
clouds that failed to fill the imager's field of view [Coakley
and Bretherton, 1982]. Provided the cloud was opaqueat the
infrared wavelength at which the retrieval was undertaken
and was in a well-defined layer, the fractional cloud cover for
any imager pixel could be obtained to within a range of
uncertainty that could also be determined. Through the
relationshipbetween emissionat 3.7 and 11 /am, two wavelengths for which the optical properties of ice and water
differ and for which the sensitivity of blackbody emissionto
temperatureis quite different, the validity of the assumptions
concerning cloud layering and opacity could be examined
[Coakley, 1983; Coakley and Davies, 1986]. A cursory
examinationof emissionat 3.7 and 11/am for single-layered
cloud systems revealed that such clouds often appeared to
be opaque but of course were not always so [Molnar and
Coakley, 1985].
Wielicki and Parker [1992] applied the spatial coherence
method to ultra-high-resolution (114 m) Landsat observations and compared the retrieved fractional cloud cover with
that obtained

with a threshold

was estimated

to be less than 0.05.

The

bias could not be explained either by the uncertainty estimated in the threshold results or by that derived from the
spatial coherencemethod. Wielicki and Parker further demonstrated that the bias was probably due to the edges of
clouds becoming semitransparentat 11 /am. Evidently, the
fractional cloud cover reported in a spatial coherence retrieval was not the actual area covered but an emissivityweighted area.
The Wielicki and Parker study, however, was constrained
to a limited sample of Landsat images (24 images, each 58.4
km on a side). To determine how extensive the bias to spatial
coherence results might be, we have used a new multispectral infrared retrieval method [Lin and Coakley, 1993] to
obtain the 1I-/am emissivities of single-layered marine stra-

tocumulus
for an extensiveensembleof (250-km)
2 regions
off the

coast

of South

America.

Over

a thousand

such

regions have been included in this study. Both daytime and
nighttime observationswere analyzed. We find that Wielicki
and Parker were correct. Owing to the semitransparencyof
the edges of marine stratocumulus, the spatial coherence
method underestimates fractional cloud cover on the (250-

km)2 scaleby about0.15.

method for which the uncer-

tainty in cloud cover could be measured. The fractional
cloud cover obtained with the spatial coherence method was
typically 0.18 below that obtained with the results of a
control threshold retrieval for which the typical uncertainty

2.

Theory

Lin and Coakley [1993] have described a retrieval scheme
that obtains the distribution of pixel-scale fractional cloud
cover and liquid/ice water paths from emissionsat 11 and 12
1Nowat UCAR VisitingScientistProgram,NOAA National /am observedwith the NOAA advancedvery high resolution
Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service, Camp
radiometer (AVHRR). The algorithm utilizes differences in
Springs, Maryland.
the optical properties of water and ice at the different
Copyright 1994 by the American Geophysical Union.
wavelengths to analyze clouds that are semitransparent at
infrared wavelengths. As part of the retrieval procedure, an
Paper number 93JD02462.
0148-0227/94/93JD-02462505.00
effective radius for the cloud particles is also obtained. The
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region, fill the "envelope" formed by the bispectral curves
shown in Figure 2. The envelope is determined on one side
by
a straight line. A linear relationship between radiances at
11o
11 and 12/am could indicate that the clouds in the layer are
opaque. The straight line is obtained from (1) by taking the
100
limit of optically thick cloud, that is, t i -- 0 and Ei -- t•imax
,
a constant, maximum value, which for 11 and 12/am is taken
to be unity. In this limit, (1) can be used to show that since
90
radiancesat 11 and 12/am depend linearly on the fractional
cloud cover, they also depend linearly on each other. But as
Lin and Coakley point out, a linear relationship could also
70
80
90
1O0
indicate
that the droplets are sufficiently large that their
11 gm Radiance
absorption and extinction cross sections are identical at the
Figure1. Observed11- and 12-/amradiances
(mW m-2 two wavelengths despite the differences in the bulk optical
sr-• cm)for a (250-km)
2 regioncontaining
a single-layeredpropertiesof water. This limit for 11- and 12-/amradiancesis
stratocumulus cloud system over the Pacific Ocean off the obtained when the droplet radius reaches about 20 /am,
coastof SouthAmerica.Eachpointrepresents
a (4-km)2 which is larger than radii often found in marine stratocumuportion of the region on April 9, 1985, at 2100 UT centered at lus [Nakajima et al., 1991].
29øS, 89øW. The line in the figure is straight and is meant to
The nonlinear curve shown in Figure 2 represents pixels
serve as a reference against which to compare the curvature that are overcast by clouds associatedwith the layer that are
of the relationship between 11- and 12-/amradiance pairs.
semitransparent. The curve is obtained from (1) by setting
A c = 1 and calculating11- and 12-/amradiancesfor various
liquid/ice water column amounts. The column amountsalong
method is strictly applicable to single-layered systems of the curve vary from zero at the cloud-free end where the
broken clouds, of which marine stratocumulus are the obvicurve meets the straightline (high 11- and 12-/amradiances)
ous example.
to amounts sufficientfor the cloud to be opaque at the other
In the multispectral infrared retrieval, radiancesat 11 and intersection of the curved and straight lines. As discussedby
12/am observedin a pixel containinga singlecloud layer are Lin and Coakley, the area of the 11- to 12-/am radiance
taken to be given by
domain covered by the radiance pairs associated with an
I i = (1 - Ac)Isi + Ac(eiIci + tilsi)
(1) ensembleof pixels is governed by droplet size. Small droplets yield large areas; large droplets yield small areas. As
where Ac is the fraction of the pixel coveredby cloud, Ei is noted above, for radiances at 11 and 12/am, the curve and
the emissivity of the cloud for the wavelengths associated straight line converge (zero area) when the droplet radii
with channeli, t i is the transmissivityof the cloud,Ici is the exceed approximately 20/am.
emission that would be obtained for overcast regions were
Cloud properties are retrieved from the distribution of
the clouds to emit as blackbodies at the temperature associ- pixel-scale radiances for a region by fitting the results of
ated with the cloud layer, and I si is the emissionassociated radiative transfer calculationsusing (1) to the distribution of
with the cloud-free background. For emission at 11 and 12 observed radiances. For the radiative transfer calculations,
/•m the emissivity is taken to be unity when the clouds the emission associatedwith cloud-free pixels I si and the
become opaque. Consequently,Ici is the emissionassoci- emission associated with pixels overcast by opaque cloud
ated with regions overcast by opaque cloud. For a moder- Eimaxlci
with E/max'- 1 are obtainedfrom the spatialcoherately sized region (---50- to 250-km scale) containinga single
layer of broken clouds,the pixel-scale 11- and 12-/•m emitted
radianceswill in generalform a two-dimensionaldistribution
11o
as shown in Figure 1. The line in the figure is straight and
provides a reference againstwhich to compare the curvature
lO5
of the 11- and 12-/•m radiance relationships. Figure 2 shows

Cloud
Cover0.2

the

results

of radiative

transfer

calculations

of thermal

emission for a single-layered cloud system. The results
shown in Figure 2 are obtained using (1), with Mie theory
used to obtain the single scattering properties of the cloud
droplets and the Eddington approximation [Goody and
Yung, 1989] used to obtain the emissivities and transmissivities of clouds with various amounts of liquid water. The use
of the Eddington approximation for this study will be examined in section 5. As is discussed later, values for the
cloud-free emissionI si and for the overcast, opaque cloud
emissionIci are obtained from the observedradiancesand
thus contain effects due to the radiatively active components
of the cloud-free atmosphere.
The distribution of radiance pairs emitted by a singlelayered cloud system will, depending on the distribution of
fractional cloud cover and liquid/ice water paths within the
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Figure2. The11-and12-/am
radiances
(mWm-2 sr-• cm)
calculated for a single-layered cloud system. The dashed
curves give the radiances for fixed values of the 11-/xm
emissivity. The solid curves give radiances for fixed fractional cloud cover. The values above the envelope indicate
the fractional cloud cover, and those below the envelope
indicate the 11-/am emissivity. The effective droplet radius
for these calculationswas 5.5/am.
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ence method [Coakley and Baldwin, 1984]. A single "effective droplet radius" is assumed for all the clouds in the
region, and the effective radius is adjusted to obtain a
satisfactoryfit to the nonlinear envelope of the observed 11to 12-/xmradiance distribution. Once a suitable fit has been
obtained, the distributions of fractional cloud cover and
11-/xmemissivitiesare derived on the basis of interpretation
provided by the radiative transfer calculations. Figure 2
shows how the 11- and 12-/xm radiance pairs for individual
pixels would divide the pixels according to their fractional
cloud cover and 11-/xmemissivity. This retrieval scheme is
similar in principle to schemesdescribedby Platt [1983] and
Arking and Childs [1985].
The retrieved effective droplet radius shouldbe taken only
as an index of droplet size. In situ as well as remotely sensed
observationsof droplet sizes for marine stratocumulusindicate that droplet sizes change dramatically within typical
cloud cells [Nakajima et al., 1991]. At best, the effective
radius retrieved here shouldbe used only to indicate whether
the droplets are relatively large or small on a regional scale.
The results presented in section 5 show that this index for
250-km-scaleregions exhibits the range of values often found
for droplet radii in marine stratocumulus.
It should also be noted that the retrieval

method is rather

arbitrary. For example, a singledroplet radius instead of a
droplet size distribution is used to represent droplet sizes.
Use of a realistic droplet size distribution in the retrieval
would simply alter the definition of the retrieved droplet
radius. Tests employing a log-normal droplet size distribution, like that employed by Nakajima and King [1990],
indicate

that the retrieved

effective

radius is near the value

given by the ratio of the volume to area moments of the
droplet size distribution. Whether or not the effective radius
is linked to a parameterin a size distribution,it would remain
an index for distinguishing between regional-scale cloud
systems with distinctly different droplet sizes. Consequently, there appears to be no advantage in using a size
distribution instead of the single-sizemodel used here.
In addition, one possiblescenariois that all of the pointsin
Figure 1 that are not associatedwith pixels identified as
being cloud-free could be interpreted as being due to overcast pixels, as is commonly done in threshold methods
[Minnis and Harrison, 1984; Rossow et al., 1985]. Then, the
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Figure4. Calculated
radiances
(mW m-2 sr-• cm) fit to
the observationsshown in Figure 1. The endpoints of the
envelope were determined through spatial coherenceanalysis. The fifth percentilesof the observed 12-/xmradiancesin
each 11-/xm radiance bin are indicated by triangles. The
12-/xmradianceson the lowest curve of the envelope were
calculated using the procedure described in the text. The
95th percentiles of the observed 11-/xm radiances in each
12-/xmradiance bin are indicated by large dots.

variation in 11- and 12-/xmradianceswould be interpreted as
being due to variations in liquid/ice water path and droplet
size. We do not adopt this interpretation, simply becauseit
is improbable that a 250-km region would have an extensive
layer of marine stratocumulus but be devoid of opaque
clouds at the 4- to 8-km scale. We suspectthat pixels with
radiancesfalling near the straight line envelope in the 11- to
12-/xmradiance domain are indeed due to fields of view that
are partly covered by opaque clouds as opposed to being
overcastby semitransparentclouds that have large droplets.
This

inference

is based

on the common

occurrence

of a

linear relationship between 3.7- and 11-/xm emissions for
nighttime observations[Coakley, 1983; Molnar and Coakley,
1985; Coakley and Davies, 1986]. For 3.7- and 11-/xm radiances to be linearly related as a result of emission by
semitransparentclouds, the effective droplet radius would
have to exceed 60/xm [Lin and Coakley, 1993], a value that
vastly exceedsthe 5- to 20-/xmradii typically found in marine
stratocumulus[Nakajima et al., 1991].
As was noted by Lin and Coakley, the retrieval scheme
usedhere suffersfrom ambiguities.An example is illustrated
schematically in Figure 3. The figure shows two curved
lines, one giving overcast radiances for a small droplet radius
(solid curve) and a second giving overcast radiances for a
larger droplet radius (dashed curve). In the scheme used
here, the retrieved effective radius will be set equal to the
smaller value, as the curve associated with the smaller

droplet radius would encompassthe lower extreme occupied
by the pixel-scaleradiancepairs in the 11- to 12-/xmradiance
90
domain. Nevertheless, should some of the clouds in the
ee.ff= 6.St.on
region contain the larger droplet radius, then they would be
interpreted as being associatedwith broken clouds. If some
80
70
80
90
1O0
of the pixels were overcast so that their 11- and 12-/xm
11 gm Radiance
radiance pairs followed the dashed curve in Figure 3, then
Figure3. The 11-and12-/xm
radiances
(mWm-2 sr-• cm) for these pixels the retrieved cloud cover would underesticalculatedfor a single-layeredcloud system.The solid curve mate the actual cover and the retrieved emissivity would
gives radiances for pixels overcast by semitransparent overestimate the actual emissivity.
Likewise, the pixels having radiance pairs that fell near
cloudshaving a droplet radius of 6.5/xm. The dashedcurve
gives radiances for pixels overcast by semitransparent the straight line would be taken to contain opaque, broken
cloudshavinga droplet radius of 10
clouds. If the clouds were indeed opaque, they would
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from a surface-based

[

microwave

radiometer.

In view of the

ambiguitiesinherent in the current approach, comparisonof
retrievals using the current method with those based on
visible and 11-/amradiances are clearly warranted.

._

3.
._•

•

Retrieval

Method

For the current retrievals the spatial coherence method

0.5

was used to obtain the emission
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Figure 5.

RMS differences between observed and calcu-

latedradiances
(mW m-2 sr-• cm) andeffectivedroplet
radius (/xm). Dots are for the fifth percentilesof the observed
12-/xmradiances in each 11-/xmradiance bin. Triangles are
for the 95th percentiles of the observed 11-/xmradiancesin
each 12-/xmradiance bin.

populate this line regardlessof droplet size. It is conceivable
that clouds having droplets smaller than that given by the
lower boundaryassociatedwith semitransparentcloud could
produce radiances along the straight line. Consequently, the
lower boundary need not represent the smallest droplets

associated

with the cloud-

free background and with regions that were overcast by
opaque cloud [Coakley and Baldwin, 1984]. Figure 4 shows
the calculated envelope and observed 11- and 12-/am radiances for a 250-km region (64 x 64 scan line x scan spot
array of 4-km pixels) of the Pacific Ocean off the coast of
South America that contains a single-layer, broken-cloud
system, as was indicated by the results of spatial coherence
analysis.The curve associatedwith overcast, semitransparent cloud was obtainedin the following manner. The range of
11-/am radiances between the emission associated with
cloud-free and overcast pixels as deduced by the spatial
coherence method was divided into 10 equal intervals. If the
clouds were opaque, each of the 10 equally spaced 11-/zm
radiance intervals

would be associated with each 0.1 incre-

ment in fractional cloud cover. Semitransparentclouds give
rise to the curve at the lower part of the two dimensional
diagram depicted in Figures 2 and 4. To fit these curves, the
associated with the clouds.
pixel having the 12-/amradiance nearest the fifth percentile
Finally, as was noted above, semitransparentcloudshav- of the 12-/amradianceswithin each 11-/amradiance interval
ing large droplets (Reft > 20 /am) would also produce was identified. These pixels are identified by the trianglesin
radiance pairs along the straightline. Such clouds can have Figure 4. A group of curves for overcast semitransparent
any emissivity and cloud cover provided the product of their clouds was calculated using the radiative transfer model
emissivity and fractional cloud cover equals that obtained employingthe Eddington approximationand singleeffective
for the opaque cloud model, that is, e'A• = Ac. Conse- droplet radius. The curves were for effective droplet radii
quently, for the pixels containing semitransparent clouds
having large droplet radii, the emissivity would again be
overestimatedby the current procedure, and the cloud cover
would be underestimated.

The degree of bias in the derived 11-/am emissivity and
fractional

cloud cover associated with the current method is

30N
I

'

,

,

unknown. It appears, however, that provided the singlelayer approximation is realistic, knowledge of the effective
droplet radius associated with the individual pixels may
remove the bias. Such knowledge may come from simultaneous observationsfor the other spectral channels(0.63 and
3.7 /am) available from AVHRR observations. Unfortunately, retrievals using 3.7-/amradiancesrequire corrections
for absorption and emissionby the other radiatively active
componentsof the atmospherein order to deducethe 3.7-/am
Region1566
emissivity associatedwith opaque clouds, which is itself a
function of droplet size. This emissivity is required in order
to predict the emissionassociatedwith opaquecloud on the
basisof the cloud emissiontemperature,which in turn might
be obtainedfrom emissionat 11 and 12/am after corrections
have been made for absorption and emission at these wavelengths by the gases in the atmosphere (primarily water
vapor). Here, no such corrections are required, becausethe
emissivitiesfor opaque clouds at 11 and 12/am are taken to
be unity, and the radiancesassociatedwith overcastopaque
.
.
.
cloudsIc and cloud-freeregionsIs are observedand thus 60S
120W
0
include effects due to the other radiatively active components of the atmosphere. Minnis et al. [1992] succeededin Figure 6. The location of ERBE V-5 region 1566. NOAA 9
retrieving the effective droplet radiusfrom visible and infra- AVHRR GAC data for daytime and nighttime passeswere
red imagery data combinedwith liquid water paths obtained processedfor every fifth day from March to July 1985.
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Figure 7. Frequency distribution for 250-km-scaleregions of (a) daytime regional-scaleeffective 11-/am
emissivity, (b) nighttime regional-scale effective 11-/xm emissivity, (c) daytime regional-scale 11-/xm
emissivity, and (d) nighttimeregional-scale11-/amemissivity.The effectiveemissivityis the averageof the
pixel-scale emissivity weighted by the correspondingpixel-scale cloud cover. The values given in the
figures are the means and standard deviations for the 250-km-scale regions.

rangingfrom 2 to 20/am with an increment of 0.5/am. The
lower limit of this range was chosen because it falls below
the droplet sizes typically found in marine stratocumulus
[Nakajima et al., 1991]. The upper limit, as was noted in the
previous section, is the limit at which the envelope for the
11- to 12-/am radiance domain collapses to a straight line.
Root-mean-squaredifferencesbetween the observed 12-/am
radiancesfor the pixels representingthe fifth percentilesin
the 10 11-/am radiance intervals and that obtained from the
radiative

transfer

model for the interval

were

obtained

for

each effective droplet radius. Each group of root-meansquare differenceshad a singleminimum, like that shown in
Figure 5. The effective droplet radius Reft was taken to be
that which gave the minimum RMS difference between

observed and calculated radiances. Once the effective droplet radius was retrieved, the radiative transfer model was
used to obtain the pixel-scale fractional cloud cover and

11-/amemissivity. The sensitivity of the retrieved results to
the size of the increment

in effective

radius

used in the

adjustment is discussedin the next section.
Points having higher 11- and 12-/am emissionsthan that
associated with the cloud-free pixels were taken to be
cloud-free. Emissivity is not defined for these points. Points
having lower 11-/amemissionsthan that associatedwith the
overcast pixels and having 12-/am emissions above the
values obtained by extrapolatingthe straight line associated
with the cloud-free and overcast pixels were taken to be
overcast and opaque and were therefore given unit cloud
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Figure8. The 11-/xm
emissivity
andfractional
cloudcoverfor (a)daytimeand(b)nighttime
250-km-scale
regionsandfor (c)daytimeand(d)nighttime
leastsquares
fitsbasedontheaverages
obtained
for eachday.
cover and unit emissivity. If (1) were appliedto calculatethe
cloud cover associated with pixels having 11- and 12-txm
emissionslarger than that given by the mean of the cloudfree pixelsas determinedby the spatialcoherencemethod,it
wouldproducesmallbut negativecloudfractions.Likewise,
if (1) were appliedto calculatethe cloudcoverfor the pixels
having 11- and 12-/xmradiancesbelow the mean associated
with the overcastpixels as determinedby the spatialcoherencemethod,it would producecloudcoverfractionsslightly
greaterthan unity. We accepttheseinconsistencies
as errors
in the retrieved cloud cover fraction. The sensitivity of the

fractional cloud cover and 11-/xmemissivityto variationsin
the emitted

radiances

associated

with

the overcast

and

cloud-freepixels is discussedin the next section.In the same
spirit, pointshaving12-/xmemissionfallingabovethe values
given by the straightline were taken to be opaquebroken
clouds. They were given unit 11-/xm emissivity, and the

fractional cloud cover was obtained by applying (1). The

points beneath the curve associatedwith pixels that are
overcastby semitransparentcloudwere taken to be overcast
and were giventhe emissivitygivenby the extrapolationof
the lines of constantemissivity. Points having 12-/xmradiancesfalling below the line associatedwith pixels overcast
by semitransparent
cloud and within the extrapolatedlines
associatedwith emissivities equal to zero (vertical line
extending from the cloud-free radiances) and 0.05 were
treated separately.Becausethe departuresof the 11- and
12-txmradiancesfrom the cloud-freeradianceswere small,
the retrievedemissivityand fractional cloud cover for these
pixelswerehighlyuncertain.Here we takethe emissivityfor
the clouds to be 0.025 and the fractional cloud cover to be

unity. The resultsobtainedusing this assignmentare com-

pared below with those obtainedfor the fractionalcloud
cover set to zero. These extremes lead to maximum and
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150

minimum values for the retrieved regional-scale fractional
cloud cover and emissivity.
Of course, the retrieved products, which in turn are
governedby the retrieved effective droplet radius, shouldbe
insensitiveto the choice of channel (11 or 12/am) used as the
independent variable in fitting the results of the radiative
transfer model to the observations. As a check, the roles of
the 11- and 12-/am radiances were reversed. As is shown in
Figure 5, there was practically no difference in the retrieved
effective radius. Typically, the effective radii retrieved by
reversing the roles of 11- and 12-/amradianceswere within 1
/am of each other.
The regional-scale fractional cloud cover is obtained by
averaging the pixel-scale cloud cover derived from the
radiative transfer interpretation of the associated 11- and
12-/am radiance pair. In addition, two emissivities were
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Figure 10. Frequency distribution of fractional cloud
cover for 250-km regions' (a) daytime; (b) nighttime.

(b) NIGHTTIME

80

I

-I
$

=14.7+3.6

calculated. The first is representative of the emissivity for a
typical cloud. It is obtained by averaging the pixel-scale
11-/xm emissivities. The second is the emissivity used in
conjunction with the regional-scale cloud cover to produce
the regional mean emitted radiance. We call this emissivity
the "effective emissivity." It is obtained by averaging the
pixel-scale emissivity weighted by the correspondingpixel-
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Figure 9. Frequency distributionof the differencebetween
cloud-free and overcast, opaque cloud 11-/amemissionsfor
250-km-scale regions: (a) daytime; (b) nighttime.

cloud cover.

Sensitivity Studies

Sensitivity studies were performed to determine the uncertainties in regional-scale fractional cloud cover and
11-/xm emissivity caused by uncertainties in the retrieved
effective droplet radius, in the emission associated with
pixels that were cloud-free, and in the emissionassociated
with pixels that were overcast by opaque cloud. The standard deviations of the radiances associated with the pixels
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that were cloud-free and overcast as determined by the
spatial coherence method were used for the uncertaintiesof
the cloud-free and overcast, opaque cloud radiances. The
sensitivitiesof regional-scalefractional cloud cover, 11-/am
emissivity, and effective droplet radius to changes in the
emission associated with the cloud-free and overcast,
opaque cloud pixels were determined by calculating variations in the retrieved parameters obtained by varying the
cloud-free and overcast, opaque cloud radiances 1 standard
deviation above and below their mean values. The maximum
variation in fractional cloud cover for the ensemble of

daytimeandnighttimecasesstudiedherewasIAAcl= 0.06,
for the 11-/amemissivitythe maximumvariationwas IAsI =

0.07, and for the effective droplet radius the maximum

variationwas IAReel= 1.7 /zm.
In addition, the retrieved droplet radius was altered by
-+0.5 t•m, the increment used in the procedure to obtain the
best fit to the 11- to 12-/zmradiance domain occupiedby the
pixel-scale radiances. The changes in regional-scale fractional cloud cover and 11-/zm emissivity were found to vary
by less than -+0.01.
The range of effective droplet radius spanned in the
retrieval processwas 2-20/zm. Clouds in regionsfor which
the effective droplet radius was found to be larger than 20
/zm were treated as if they were opaque. This procedure
gives rise to a discontinuity in the distribution of cloud
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20

emissivity. Whenever the effective radius was found to be
smaller than 20/am, some pixels were found to have emissivities less than unity regardless of how linear the 11- to
12-/xm scatterplot appeared. On the other hand, whenever
the effective droplet radius was found to be larger than 20
/am, all pixels were found to have unit emissivities. Because
of this discontinuity, the fitting process was repeated to
investigatethe sensitivity of the retrieved results to the value
of the maximum effective droplet radius. The ending effec-
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tive droplet radii were taken to be 15 and 25 /am. For the
ensemble studied here, the change in retrieved emissivity
was within 0.02 for both the 15- and the 25-/xm cases, and the
change in the retrieved fractional cloud cover was zero.
Finally, as noted by Lin and Coakley [1993], the retrieved
products are sensitive to the spatial resolution of the imager.
The procedure requires that somewhere in the region being
analyzed there be pixels which are overcast by semitrans-
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parent cloud. These pixels give rise to the lower envelope of
the 11- to 12-/am scatterplot. To test whether this condition
was met for the ensemble of cases studied here, the spatial
resolution of the observationswas degraded and the shifts in
the retrieved products were noted. Degrading the spatial
resolution
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of the observations

from

4 to 8 km shifted

the

regional-scalefractional cloud cover +0.01, the 11-/amemissivity -0.04, and the effective droplet radius +2/am. These
values probably underestimate the actual bias. Better estimates of the bias might be obtained through the analysis of
observationscapable of resolving the typical spatial variability of the radiation field for marine stratocumulus, like the
Landsat data analyzed by Wielicki and Parker [1992].
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Figure 12. Frequency distribution of effective droplet radius for 250-km-scale regions' (a) daytime; (b) nighttime.

5.

Data Analysis and Results

Daytime and nighttime 4-km NOAA 9 AVHRR global area
coverage (GAC) observations were analyzed for a region off
the coast of Chile as shown in Figure 6. The observations
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present whenever the difference between the 11-/•m radiances associated with overcast and cloud-free pixels I s
satisfied the condition

15

Is - Ic-< 25 mWm-2 sr-1 cm.
,,.;. 14

(3)

At 11-/xmthe radiancesfor blackbodiesat 290ø and 273øK

differby about25mWm-2 sr-• cm.
In the 5-month period studied, over 2500 frames of daytime data were analyzed. Of these, over 1800 contained
either upper level cloudsor multilayeredclouds,were either
overcast or cloud-free, or had a single-layered low-level
cloud system, but nowhere in the region were there cloudfree or overcast pixels. Such frames were judged to be
unsuitable for the present study. The number of frames
containingsingle-layered,broken, low-level cloud and both
overcast and cloud-free pixels was 710 (27%). For the
nighttime passes, almost 2700 frames were available for
analysis. Of these, 2100 contained either upper level or
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Figure 14. Viewing angle dependenceof (a) difference
between cloud-free and overcast, opaque cloud 11-/•m radi-

lO

.N

ances(mW m-2 sr-1 cm) and (b) cloud-free11-/•mradiances. Negative viewing angles are associated with the
western portion of the scan, away from the South American

•,

9

continent.

were sampledevery 5 or 6 days from March through July
1985. The data were part of the Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE) Scene Identification Validation (V-5)
data product. There were six daytime and six nighttime
orbital segmentsfor each month. The data for each orbital
segment were divided into four scenes, with each scene
containinga 384 x 256 scanspot x scanline array of pixels.
Each scene was further

divided into 24 frames.

0.80

0.75

Each frame

was a 64 x 64 scan spot x scan line array of pixels. The
model fits were applied only to frames for which there was a
single-layeredsystem of broken low-level clouds. A single
layer was presumedto be presentif all of the overcastpixels
in the frame were found to be part of only one layer as
deduced by the spatial coherence method [Coakley and
Baldwin, 1984]. Furthermore, the mean of the 11-/amradiancesassociatedwith the overcastpixelsIc and the standard
deviationAIc explainedthe 10thpercentileI10 of the 11-/am
radiances for the region. This condition was assumedto be

0.65

0.60

0.64

c,
t

0.62

0.60

met when

I•o > I c - 2AI c.

(2)

Identical procedureswere used in previous studiesto identify single-layeredcloud systems[Coakley and Davies, 1986;
Coakley, 1991]. In addition, 0nly 250-km frame scaleregions
which contained both cloud-free and overcast pixels were
analyzed. The presence of both cloud-free and overcast
pixels ensured that the region was neither overcast nor
cloud-free. Finally, only observationswith low-level clouds
were analyzed. Low-level clouds were presumed to be
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Figure 15. Viewing angle dependenceof (a) retrievedeffective droplet radius, (b) 11-/•m emissivity, and (c) fractional cloud cover.
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multilayered clouds, were overcast or cloud-free, or had a
single-layeredlow-level cloud system, but nowhere in the
region were there cloud-freeor overcastpixels. Of these, 611
(22%) containedsingle-layered,broken, low-level cloud systems with both cloud-free and overcastpixels and were thus
suitable for this study.
Figure 7 shows the 250-km frame scale frequency distribution of 11-/zm emissivities. The values for the cloudweighted effective emissivity were 0.65 +- 0.02 for daytime
observations and 0.68 +- 0.02 for nighttime observations;
those for the emissivity were 0.70 +- 0.01 for daytime
observations and 0.76 +- 0.01 for nighttime observations.
The valuesgiven here (and subsequently)are the averagesof
daily mean values and the estimated standarddeviations for
the mean values. The daily means were obtained by averaging the frame scale emissivities for each day. The standard
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spatial coherence derived cloud cover and 11- and 12-/zmderived cloud cover for 250-km-scale regions: (a) daytime;
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of the means

were

obtained

from

the standard

deviation of the daily means assumingthat observations on
different days were statisticallyindependent.The meansand
standard deviations given in the figures (and in subsequent
figures) are those for the ensemble of 250-km frames.
Clearly, a substantialfraction of marine stratocumuluswas
semitransparentat 11 /zm.
The results shown in Figure 7 indicate that there was a
small differencebetween daytime and nighttime emissivities.
The difference is, however, partly due to the changein cloud
cover. A strong correlation was found between the regionalscale 11-/zmemissivityand the fractional cloud cover, as is
shown in Figure 8. For the 27 daytime and 28 nighttime
average values of emissivity and fractional cloud cover, the
correlation between 11-/zm emissivity and fractional cloud
cover was given by

e = (1.10 +--0.08)A c + (0.05 +__
0.05)

(4)
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for the daytime observations and

e = (1.08 _+0.08)A c + (0.07 _+0.05)

(5)

for the nighttime observations.These relationshipsand the
means for the daytime 0.60 -+ 0.01 and nighttime 0.63 -+ 0.01
fractional

cloud covers lead to the conclusion that about half

of the daytime-nighttime difference in emissivity was explained by the changein cloud cover. The remainderof the
differencewas presumablydue to an increasein cloud liquid
water such as might accompany an increase in cloud thick-

AND DROPLET RADII

average, the number of such pixels was 10-15% of the total
number of pixels in a region. To assessthe impact of these
pixels, results were obtained for cases in which their fractional cloud cover was set to zero. Doing so yields maximum
values for the 11-/am emissivitiesand minimum values for
the cloud cover fractions on the 250-km scale. Figure 11
shows the maximum

emissivities and the minimum fractional

cloudcover obtainedby settingA c = 0 for thesepixels. The
effect of the low-emissivity pixels is sizable. Taking the
difference

between

maximum

and minimum

estimates

to

represent 3 standard deviations, as is approximately the
In addition to the strong correlation between emissivity relationshipbetween the standarddeviation and the extrema
and fractional cloud cover, Figure 8 also shows the discon- for uniform distributions, the estimated (1-sigma) uncertaintinuity in the 11-/am emissivity mentioned in the previous ties in the retrieved emissivity are 0.05 for daytime observasection. The ability to distinguishbetween pixels containing tions and 0.04 for nighttime observations. The results give
opaque,broken cloudshavingdropletsof any size and those estimated (1-sigma) uncertainties in the fractional cloud
containing semitransparentclouds having large droplets is cover of 0.05 for daytime observationsand 0.04 for nighttime
impossible once Reft > 20 /am. When either condition observations.
The distribution of effective droplet radius is shown in
applies, the envelope illustrated in Figure 2 collapsesto a
straightline. Becausewe constrainedthe retrievedReft -< 20 Figure 12. The average effective radius was around 10/am.
/am, the regional-scaleemissivity exhibits a discontinuityas This value falls in the range of values obtained by Nakajirna
et al. [1991] for the First ISCCP Regional Experiment
a distinct separationbetween casesfor which e = 1 and e <
1. Whether the radiances for the caseshaving e = 1 were due (FIRE) Marine Stratocumulus Intensive Field Observations
to semitransparentcloudshaving large dropletsor to broken off the coast of California in July 1987. The effective droplet
opaque clouds, few cases exhibited the collapse of the radii were 9.3/am for daytime observationsand 10.2/am for
envelope in the 11- to 12-/amradiance domain to a straight nighttime observations. The standard deviation of the mean
line. That is, the majority of 250-km-scaleframes containing effective droplet radius was estimated to be 0.3/zm, so the
broken marine stratocumulus exhibited radiance signatures nighttime value was significantly higher than the daytime
indicating the presenceof clouds that were semitransparent value. Minnis et al. [1992] deduced from a combination of
visible and infrared imagery data and microwave radiometer
at 11 /am.
We suspect that the correlation between emissivity and data that droplet radius in the midafternoon was typically
fractional cloud cover shown in Figure 8 indicates that smaller than that at sunrise for the 1987 FIRE Intensive Field
clouds thin at their edges,thereby giving rise to a semitrans- Observations off the coast of California.
Figure 12 showsthat there were few regionswith effective
parent component. This inference is deduced in part from
the observation that when the regional-scalecloud cover is droplet radii less than 4 /am. Thus the use of 2/am as the
small, then the cloud cover in pixels containing broken starting value for the retrieval procedure appears to be
clouds is also, on average, small [Chang and Coakley, 1993]. justified.
Figure 13 shows the effective droplet radii and 11-/am
Consequently, the ratio of cloud edge material to the total
fractional cloud cover increases as the regional fractional emissivities retrieved for the 250-km frames. There appears
cloud cover decreases. So, as the regional-scalecloud cover to be little if any correlation between droplet radius and
decreases, the relative contribution from cloud material that
11-/amemissivity obtained with this analysis.
Because the Eddington approximation used here to peris semitransparentincreases.This view is consistentwith the
model for layered clouds proposed in earlier studies [Coak- form the radiative transfer calculations does not allow for
ley and Davies, 1986; Coakley, 1991] and with the analysisof anisotropy in the calculated emissivitiesand transmissivities, the retrieved products were examined for dependence
Landsat imagery data [Wielicki and Parker, 1992].
Figure 9 shows differences between the cloud-free and on viewing angle. Figure 14 shows the variation with view
overcast 11-/amemissions.These differenceswere used as angle from nadir of the cloud-free 11-/am emission and
an index of cloud height. Larger differences were taken to differences between the cloud-free and overcast, opaque
indicate higher clouds. The figure shows no significant cloud 11-/amradiances.Figure 15 showsthe viewing angle
dependenceof the effective droplet radius, 11-/amemissivdifference between daytime and nighttime observations.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of fractional cloud cover ity, and fractional cloud cover. The points give the averages
for daytime and nighttime observations. The average frac- of the overpassmeans,and the error bars give the estimated
tional cloud cover for the nighttime observations, 0.63 -+ standard deviations of the overpass means. The results
0.01, is significantly higher than that for the daytime obser- shownin the figuresare for the combinationof daytime and
vations, 0.60 --- 0.01. It should be noted that here we have nighttimepasses.The angulardependenceof the variablesis
included only 250-km frames which contained broken, sin- small but significant.Some of the dependencemay be due to
gle-layered, low-level clouds. The fraction of frames over- the use of the Eddington approximation,but some, like the
cast at night by low-level layered clouds is also higher than emission associated with the cloud-free ocean background,
during the day. The fraction overcast is, however, small is due to geographicaltrends in the ensemble.The negative
viewing angleswere for observationson the side of the scan
(<5%).
The average 11-/am emissivities shown in Figure 7 were furthest from the South American coast. Positive viewing
obtained by setting the fractional cloud cover for the pixels angleswere for observationson the side nearest the coast.
Finally, the estimated frame scale fractional cloud cover
having e < 0.05 to unity, as was described in section 3. On
ness.
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to be no change in the difference between emission from
pixels overcast by opaque clouds and cloud-free pixels for
daytime and nighttime observations, indicating no difference
in cloud height. The effective droplet radius was slightly (but
significantly) higher at night (10.2/am) than during the day
for daytime observationsand by AA c = -0.14 for night- (9.3/am).
As noted by Lin and Coakley [1993], the retrieved quantime observations. The spatial coherence method ignores
the semitransparent cloud edges. It assumes that clouds tities are subject to several ambiguities which can be reare everywhere opaque. The results reported here are solved only through comparisonof cloud physical properties
comparable to those reported by Wielicki and Parker
obtained through alternate methods, such as independent
[1992]. Based on retrievals obtained from 114-m resoluretrievals using radiances at 0.63 and 3.7 /am, the other
tion Landsat data, they concludedthat the spatial coherence spectral channels provided by AVHRR observations. Demethod underestimated
fractional
cloud cover for marine
spite these ambiguities, the sensitivity studies performed
stratocumulusby AAc = -0.18. Figure 17 shows 11-/am here revealed that only a few broken marine stratocumulus
emissivities and differences in the fractional cloud cover
layers at the 250-km scale exhibited behavior that would be
retrieved using the current multispectral infrared retrieval expected were the clouds opaque at 11 /am. The vast
and that obtained with the spatial coherence method majority behaved as if their 11-/am emissivities were sub(spatial coherence - multispectral infrared retrieval). The stantially less than unity.
differences, not surprisingly, are highly correlated with the

was compared with that calculated by the spatial coherence
method. Figure 16 shows the distribution of the differences (spatial coherence - multispectral infrared retrieval).
The spatial coherence method underestimated fractional
cloud cover for marine stratocumulusby AAc = -0.17

emissivities.

6.

Conclusions

The 11- and 12-/amradiances obtained from 4-km NOAA
9 AVHRR GAC observations were used to derive regionalscaleestimatesof fractional cloud cover, 11-/amemissivities,
and effective droplet radii for single-layeredmarine stratocumulus systems off the coast of South America. The observations were limited to layers which had breaks within
250-km-scale regions. Such layers constituted 27% of all the
250-km regions contained in the daytime observations and
22% of the nighttime observations.The occurrenceof singlelayered, low-level clouds which completely covered 250-km
regions was rare (<5%).
The retrievals indicated that the average 250-km-scale
11-/am emissivity for broken marine stratocumulus was
substantially less than unity: 0.70 for daytime observations
and 0.76 for nighttime observations. Because the regionalscale 11-/am emissivity appeared to be correlated with the
regional-scale cloud cover and because cloud cover for
pixels containingbroken cloudsis proportional to the regional-scale cloud cover [Chang and Coakley, 1993], the low
emissivity appears to be due to clouds thinning at the edges.
Evidently the edge material is semitransparentat 11/am, and
it constitutes a sizable fraction of the area covered by the
cloud. Because of the low emissivity, the spatial coherence
method [Coakley and Bretherton, 1982], which takes clouds
to be opaque at infrared wavelengths, severely underesti-

mated the fractional cloud cover (AAc was -0.17 for daytime observations and -0.14 for nighttime observations).
This finding agrees with that of Wielicki and Parker [1992],
who found a similar bias in spatial coherence retrievals
applied to Landsat imagery data.
Cloud cover for broken marine stratocumuluswas only
slightly (but significantly) higher at night (0.63) than during
the day (0.60). The 11-/am emissivity was also slightly
higher. About half of the increase, however, was explained
by the correlation found between the regional-scale fractional cloud cover and emissivity coupled with the increase
in cloud cover for the nighttimeobservations.This portion of
the day-to-night increase in regional-scale11-/amemissivity
was taken

to be due to a reduction

in the relative

area

occupiedby cloud edge material. In addition, there appeared
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